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FACE (1978) [PDF]NO WORLD OF THEIR OWN (1955) [ PDF]OPERÁCIA LUNA (1999) [PDF] ORBIT UNLIMITED (1961) [PDF] ORION SA ZVÝŠI (1973) [PDF]MINULÉ ČASY (1984) [PDF]ZAHYNÚ MEČOM (1959) [PDF]PSYCHOTECHNICKÁ LIGA (1981) [PDF]POVSTALECKÉ SVETY (1969) [PDF]HRA SATURN (1981) [PDF]SEDEM DOBYTIE (1984) [PDF]ŠTÍT ČASU (1990) [PDF]SNEŽENIE
GANYMEDE (1958) [PDF]STARFARERS (1998) [PDF]HVIEZDA FOX (1965) [PDF]HVIEZDY SÚ TIEŽ OHEŇ (1994) [PDF] STARSHIP (1982) [PDF] STAR WAYS (1956) [PDF] KAMEŇ V HEAVEN (1979) [PDF] STRANGERS FROM EARTH (1961) [PDF]TAU ZERO (1970) [PDF]THREE HEARTS AND THREE LIONS ( 1953) [PDF]THREE WORLDS TO CONQUER (1964) [PDF]TIME AND STARS (1964)
[PDF] TIME PATROLMAN (1983) [PDF]TRADER TO THE STARS (1964) [PDF] [PDF]]THE TROUBLE TWISTERS (1966) [PDF]TWILIGHT WORLD (1961) [PDF] THE UN-MAN AND OTHER NOVELLAS (1962) [PDF]VAULT OF THE AGES (1952) [PDF] VIRGIN PLANET (1959) [PDF]WAR OF THE GODS (1997) [PDF] VOJNA KRÍDELNÍKOV (1958) [PDF]TVRDÍME , TIETO HVIEZDY (1959) [PDF]ZIMA
SVETA (1975) [PDF] SVET BEZ HVIEZD (1966) [PDF] ROK VÝKUPNÉHO (1988) [PDF] NON-FICTION JE TAM ŽIVOT NA INÝCH SVETOCH? (1963) [PDF] Pre zoo exponát, pozri Bronx Zoo § Svet temnoty. Informácie o zrušenej online videohre nájdete v téme Svet temnoty (videohry). Séria logo World of Darkness sú tri súvisiace, ale odlišné fiktívne vesmíry vytvorené ako nastavenie pre nadprirodzené
hororový príbeh s tézou role-hrať hry. Prvý bol koncipovaný Mark Rein-Hagen, zatiaľ čo druhý bol navrhnutý niekoľkými ľuďmi v White Wolf Gaming Studio, ktoré Rein-Hagen pomohol nájsť. [1] Prvé dve nastavenia World of Darkness boli použité pre niekoľko horor-themed role-playing hry, ktoré využívajú White Wolf je system, as well as Mind's Eye Theatre, a live action game based on basic games. The
third, Monte Cook's World of Darkness, created by Monte Cook based on the first two World of Darkness settings, contains only one product. Terminology and themes To avoid confusing the two product line, players refer to the latest version of the World of Darkness line, released on August 21, 2004, as the New World of Darkness, and previous versions as the Classic World of Darkness. Before the re-
release of cWoD it was often referred to as oWoD for Original or Old World of Darkness. While the newer setting is superficially very similar, the overall theme is one of the dark mysteries, emphasizing unknown and personal horrors. The apocalyptic theme present in cWoD has been removed from the nWoD as well as the Gothic-Punk aspects of the world setting. After Paradox Interactive bought White
Wolf in October 2015, the franchise was rebranded in December 2015. The new world of darkness has been renamed chronicles of darkness, while the Classic World of Darkness has retained the name World of Darkness. [2] One World of Darkness (formerly the Classic World of Darkness) Sometimes also referred to as the Original World of Darkness or the Old World of Darkness, the original World of
Darkness line was created in 1991 with the release of Vampire: Fancy. His support ended in 2004 with a judgment. The theme of the Classical World of Darkness is described as Gothic-Punk developers. The world of darkness resembles the contemporary world, but it is darker, more erratic and more conspiratorial. The dichotomy between rich and poor, influential and weak, strong and powerless is much
more pronounced than in the real world. Decaction, cynicism and corruption are common. People are unaware victims or pawns of vast secret organizations of supernatural creatures. Vampires, werewolfs and Wraith – among others – struggle with internal factionalism and against other species in secret wars of intrigue for control of reality. Battles in these wars can take centuries, for the realization or
understanding of ordinary people. This status quo has recently been threatened by the rise of the global technocratic cabal (and/or animist spirit of stasis and control) intent on monopolizing the power of faith and destroying all traditional supernatural societies. The mystical abilities of these non-human entities and their ability to change reality to affection are limited by the rise of reason and distrust in the
supernatural and are forced to rely on more mundane methods in their struggles for supremacy. The darkness of the setting is reflected everywhere: architecture dominated by Gothic styling and fashion and personal style embrace goth, punk and fetishistic elements. The game uses both historical (Wild West, Dark Times, and Victorian) environments as well as modern settings. Despite the fantasist
elements, The game emphasizes that each action has real world implications, and capabilities beyond what is considered normal mainstream society will draw unwanted attention and potentially disastrous results. Publication (settings) White Wolf Publishing developed the following game files in the classical world of darkness between 1991 and 2003: Vampire: Fancy Kindred of the Ebony Kingdom (not a
different game-line, but a kind of spin-off masquear) Kindred from the East (this, on the contrary, was basically a different game-line, although it required masquear for a few basic rules of the game, and so was not completely separate) Werewolf : Apocalypse Mage: Ascension Wraith : Oblivion Changeling: Dreaming Hunter: Reckoning The Mummy: Resurrection (as kindred from the East, it wasn't entirely
playable without access to the basic rules of the system like Vampire) Demon: Fallen Orpheus Each consists of a rulebook and a number of complementary resources, detailing specific clans and tribes, concrete gadgets, and entire cities, including descriptions of all supernatural denizens. White Wolf Publishing has also developed historic settings for its main product line. These include: Vampire: The
Victorian Age (set in the late 19th century). Century) Werewolf: The Wild West (set in the 19th century) Mage: The Wizard's Crusade (set at the end of the 15th century) Wraith: The Great War (set during and immediately after The First World War) Vampire: The Dark Ages (a 12th century version that was later recast into the product line of the Dark Ages) Dark Ages (middle ages of the 13th century)
versions of the settings : Dark Times: Vampire Dark Ages: Werewolf Dark Times: Mage Dark Times: Fae (Changeling) Dark Times: The Inquisitor (roughly the equivalent of Hunter) After White Wolf Publishing acquired the rights to Ars Magica, additions were made to this game's setting to bring it into the world of darkness timeline. Atlas Games would later acquire Ars Magica and remove these changes,
and the connection between Ars Magica and the Classic World of Darkness is no longer considered canonical. Early ads for the posh game are based in the pre-historical age of the world of darkness. Although many elements of the indous correspond with WOD, the two game lines were divorced after the classic WOD was brought to a close. The World of Darkness sourcebook has been published in two
editions as well and provided general guidelines for creating a story on any continent and in any environment. They outlined, for example, differences between African teriantrophropics and North American ones. There was also a similar title for Werewolf called World of Rage. Annual themes Each subsequent year of publication had a different theme. It brought a new set of character types, but more
importantly, dictated the focus of all the source books published this year. For example, Vampire and Werewolf produced source books in the Lotus cycle related to various Asian creatures with the thesis and Year Title of the Year Theme 1996 The Year hunter group of mortals trying to take them back at night. 1997 Year of ally mortals and semiconductors allied to supernatural beings. 1998 Year of lotus
supernatural beings from East Asia. 1999 Year of Reckoning Start Hunter: Clearing game line. Revised edition published. 2000 Year of Revelations Secrets of the Ancient Period. (Related to Exalted Game line.) 2001 Year scarab Restart mummy as mummy: Resurrection game. 2002 The Year of the DamnEd Start demon: Fallen as a game. 2004 Time judgment End game line. End of cWoD (Time of
Judgment) At the end of 2003, White Wolf Publishing announced that it would stop publishing new books for the line, bringing the published history setting to an end with a series called Time of Judgment. This event is described from various supernatural perspectives in four source books: Gehenna (for vampire: Masquerade); Apocalypse (for werewolf: Apocalypse); Ascension (for Mága: Ascension); and
time of judgment (covering the rest of the less-established product lines of the White Wolf: Demon: Fallen, Changeling: Dreaming, Kindred from the East, The Mummy: Resurrection and the Hunter: Clearing). Publishers said they had followed up on the promise that has existed in the world of darkness since the first edition of Vampire, with the Gehenna concept, and in Werewolf, with the Apocalypse, as
well as some elements of some published material that relate to 'end of the world' topics in other games. Fictional novels from each of the three main game lines have concluded the official storyline. Onyx Path Main Article: Onyx Path Publishing In 2011, the 20th Anniversary Edition of Vampire: Masquerade, also called V20, was released, and a number of other books for cWoD were announced. [3] These
books include conversion rules between some cWoD games and their nWoD counterparts, as well as material that was planned but not published before the end of cWoD, as well as additional material for the V20 and 20th Anniversary books based on Werewolf: Apocalypse. For the V20, as well as the upcoming V20 Companion and 20th Anniversary Werewolf: Apocalypse White Wolf Publishing uses an
open development approach where readers and gamers could provide feedback to authors. [4] At GenCon 2012, it was announced that Onyx Path Publishing will produce material into a new and classic world of darkness as a licensee. In November 2012, it was announced by Onyx Path Publishing that due to the vocal success of W20 Kickstarter, which achieved more than 400% of its target fund target,
the 20th [5] At GenCon 2012, 2013 release plan was outlined, including 2 new game settings, The Mummy: Curse and Demon: Descent. Onyx Journey also announced that 2013 will include a revised World of Darkness 1.5 basic rules update called the God-Machine Chronicle (for new darkness) and the Strix Chronicle (for vampire: Requiem). [6] Vampire: The Fancy Dress 5th Edition In 2018, Vampire:
The Masqueella 5. [7] The development of the new edition was led by game designer Kenneth Hite, Martin Ericsson and Karim Muammar, and was distributed by Modiphius Entertainment. This release contains new and revised rules and has updated the metaplot for 2018 in the world of darkness. [8] Vampire: The Eternal Struggle (card game) One of the first collectible card games (CCG) Vampire: The
Eternal Struggle (formerly called Jyhad) is also based on the original world of darkness, which remains very true to the setting. As one of the longest-running CCGs in existence, it's the only WoD product that hasn't been discontinued – the Gehenna-theme (the end of the old WoD Vampire setup) was featured in one expansion, but other expansions were made without a franchise reboot. Television series
In 1996, there was also a short life TV series set in WoD called Kindred: Embrace, which was produced by Spelling Television and broadcast by Fox. The show was based on the game Vampire: Masquerade. It was cancelled in the US after just eight episodes. The possibility of a Canadian television station picking up the show was pre-emanation with the death of Mark Frankel, one of the stars of the show.
Chronicles of Darkness (formerly the New World of Darkness) Many details of the setting, especially when it comes to its history, are left vague or otherwise have multiple explanations. The first editions of The New World of Darkness left the basic rules to the central list of world darkness rules, which was well received and won the 2004 Origins Gamers' Choice Award. This book set the basic rules and tone
and mood for games featuring human protagonists. The old environment also made people less of a threat to the supernatural race, but the new rules make it possible for people to be powerful opponents of things at night. In order to play other supernatural entities (such as vampires or geeks) such as the World of Darkness core and specific books detailing the rules for this type of character were
mandatory. The second edition of the rules was released in an accompanying volume for the core World of Darkness book called The God-Machine Chronicle, and Vampire: The Requiem received an unofficial second edition in Blood and Smoke: Strix Chronicle, which contained complete rules for vampire characters, including the basic system, which was previously only found in the world of darkness of
the basic book. As White Wolf Publishing attempted to keep the original world of darkness separate, a new world of darkness was rebranded as chronicles of darkness, the release of a new basic book with the God-Machine Chronicle of Errata folded in blood and smoke received minimal changes to be re-released as Vampire: Requiem 2nd Edition, and other games formerly part of the New World of
Darkness work on their own second editions. The new system of rules Rules Chronicles of Darkness are much more effective than the previous system. One 10-sided die is rolled for all 'dot' possessed attributes and skills, and 1 success is achieved for each die showing a result of 8 or higher. The 10-again rule was added in that 10 indicates re-roll, and 10 still counts as a success (this rule was present in
the original WoD only for properties ranked at least 4 of the usual maximum of 5, and then only for specialty or specific under-field application properties). If another 10 are rolled, this step is repeated until nothing but 10 is rolled. 'Exceptional achievements' are indicated by having 5 or more successes per event and can be regulated by the narrator. 'Dramatic failures' are now only possible on Chance die
rolls: When the dice pool is reduced by penalties to 0 or less, one Chance die is rolled. If 10 is rolled, it's a success (and as mentioned above, it's re-rolled). If the result is less than 10 but not 1, then it is a simple failure. On the chance to die, if the role is 1, then it is a 'dramatic failure', which is usually worse than a simple failure of action and is regulated by the narrator (although examples of dramatic
setbacks in certain situations are often given). The game also contains a much simpler combat system. In the old system, each attack made during the battle scene could easily involve 4 separate roles and in many cases requires more due to the supernatural abilities possessed by the characters. Battle scenes involving a large number of fighters can take a very long time to resolve. The new system
requires only 1 roll, which is modified by the defensive capabilities of the character is attacked and represents both the success and failure of the attack, as well as the damage caused (marked by the number of achievements). The nature and behavior rules that represented the personality of characters that were common in old games were also removed. In the new system, the characters have a virtue
and vice trait that not only represents the personality of the characters, depending on how well the player role-played feature, but also represents the actions that the character can take in order to earn willpower points that were spent during the game. Vices are the same as deadly sins (lust, jealousy, greed, leniency, anger, envy, pride), while virtues correspond to four cardinal virtues (prudence, justice,
temperament, courage) and three theological virtues (faith, hope, charity). In the second edition of the game, players do not select virtues or vices from the list. Instead, they can choose any noble ideal to make their virtue, and every guilty pleasure to be their Vice. Morality stat represents a moral view of the character and the view that as the character takes more and more morally dubious actions, he/she
eventually ceases to feel About. A figure with high morality would be moral and more holy, while a man with low morality would be able to take more dubious actions. As a person's morale falls, they risk becoming mentally unstable. This, too, has changed in the second edition. Morale has been replaced entirely by an integrity stat that reflects the nature of mental stability. Integrity can be diminished not only
by performing dubious actions, but by witnessing or being exposed to the horrors, supernatural or otherwise that occur in the environment. Publication Basic setting of The Chronicle of Darkness Rules improved compatibility between games; All characters are created as normal people, so they have the same basic characteristics. Supernatural features still vary for each type of character, but their
interactions with each other are governed largely by one, simple mechanic. Playable supernatural types generally follow similar rules when it comes to game mechanics, including: 4–6 inherent sub-races, which include each character, based on the circumstances of his transformation into a supernatural being (five vampire clans; five Werewolf auspices; five magic roads; five Promethean Lineages; six
Changeling Seemings; five Sin-Eater Thresholds (Sin-Eater Burdens in issue 2); five decrees on the mummy; four demonstrations of incarnation; five families of the beast). 4-8 elected factions to which the emblem may belong on the basis of its conviction; the character does not normally have to belong to any of these groups (five vampire contracts; five werewolf strains; five Magician order; five
Promethean upgrades (there are five basic improvements and five complex improvements in the second edition); four changeling courts; eight Archetypes of Sin-Eater (5 Sin-Eater archetypes in the second edition); five guild mummies; four demon agendas; five beastly hunger). Performance level property (often commonly referred to as Supernatural Tolerance), rated 1-10 (Vampires: Blood Potency;
Werewolfs: Initial urge; Geeks: Arete; Prometheans: Azoth; Changelings: Wyrd; Sin-Eaters: Synergy (Psyche in the first edition, Synergy in the second edition); Mummies: Sekhem; Demons: Primum; Beasts: Lair). High levels of this characteristic often limit the ability of the character to communicate with the world. The Mummy: Curse is the only world of darkness game in which players start to score 10 and
gradually become weaker (called relegation). Morality/ Integrity feature, on a scale of 0 to 10 (Vampire: Humanity; Werewolf: Harmony; Mage: Wisdom; Promethean: Humanity (pilgrimage in the 2nd edition); Change: Clarity; Sin-Eaters: Synergy; Mummy: Memory; Demon: Cover; Beast: Sedation). Dropping to 0 usually leads to complete madness and loss of control over the character. Energy property,
consisting of temporary points used to fuel various forces with capacity and expenditure capacity based on the characteristics of the power level (Vampire: Vitae; Werewolf: Essence; Mage: Mana; Promethean: Pyros; Change: Glamour; Sin-Eaters: plasma; Mummy: Pillars; Demon: Beast: Sedation). Learned powers, often arranged in characters rated 1-5 (Vampire: Discipline; Werewolf: Gifts; Mage:
Arcana; Promethean: Transmutation; Change: Contracts; Sin-Eaters: Manifestations (Haunted in the Second Edition); Mummy: Kinship; Demon: Inserts and uses; Hunters (if part of a conspiracy) have access to similar powers/technologies known as subsidies; Beasts: Atavisms and Nightmares). The three basic games are as follows: Vampire: The Requiem (released August 21, 2004 alongside the World
of Darkness core book) Werewolf: Forsaken (released March 14, 2005) Mage: Awakening (released August 29, 2005) Limited series setup In addition to the main three games, there are also other limited series of games. Like Orpheus for The Classic World of Darkness, each of these fourth games will have a limited series of approximately six books, including the basic rules. [9] The first such game is
Promethean: Created for August 2006, based largely on Frankenstein and similar stories giving life to life through alchemy. The second game is Changeling: The Lost, and was released in August 2007. It is a game based around characters that have been taken and enslaved by villas similar to those of European folk tales who have managed to escape to find they are no longer people themselves, and
must find a new place in life. Due to the overwhelming positive reaction to Changeling, White Wolf Publishing has continued publishing material for it, although it is not recognized as a Core series. The third game, Hunter: Vigil, was released in 2008, dealing with people who choose to confront the supernatural. The fourth game, Geist: Sin-Eaters, came out in 2009. The game refers to characters known as
sin-eaters, who at the site of death, associated with one of the strange entities known as geisti. They came back to life, and now they are able to travel into the underworld. No more games were released in 2010 or 2011, but in 2011 Gen Con, it was announced that the new game The Mummy would be released in August 2012. It was announced at the Los Angeles By Night Convention that the newest
World of Darkness game is Demon: The Descent. [10] At the 2014 Gen Con, Onyx Way announced that their next line would be Beast: Primordial. At the 2015 Gen Con, Onyx Way announced that Deviant: Renegades will follow. Promethean: The Created (released August 11, 2006) Changeling: The Lost (released August 16, 2007) Hunter: Vigil (released August 15, 2008) Geist: Sin-Eaters (released
August 19, 2008), 2009) The Mummy: The Curse (released March 27, 2013) Demon: Descent (released May 2014) Beast: Primordial (released March 30, 2015) March 2016) Deviant: The Renegades Publication history World of Darkness (August 2004) Ghost Stories (November 2004) Antagonists (December 2004) Mysterious Places (June 2005) Chicago (December 2005) Armory (January 2006) Second
Sight (April 2006) Shadows of Great Britain (June 2006) Skinchangers (July 2006) Stories from the 13th Century Shadows of Mexico (October 2006) Urban Legends (April 2007) Book of Spirits (May 2007) Asylum (August 2007) Reliquary (September 2007) Breed Change (October 2007) Chicago Workings[a] (PDF only) (January 2008), inspired by Chicago Midnight Roads (February 2008) Harvesters[a]
(format only) PDF) (February 2008) inspired by Midnight Roads Innocents (April 2008) The New Kid[a] (PDF only) (May 2008) inspired by Innocents Dogs of War (June 2008) Ruins of Your [a] (pdf only) (July 2008) inspired by Dogs of War Slasher (2008)–originally for Hunter: Vigil, later made into a general book by nWoD. Inferno (January 2009) Armory Reloaded (April 2009) Immortals (May 2009) Mirrors
(July 2010) View of the Unknown (July 2011) Strangeness in Proportion (November 2011)[b] Falling Scales (SAS[a ] August 2012) The God-Machine Chronicle Anthology (April 2013)[b] The God-Machine Chronicle (August 2013) The Chronicles of Darkness (January 2016) Dark Eras (May 2016) ^ and b c d e Uses the Storytelling Adventure System. ^ and b This is not a gamebook, but a novel first
serialized on the White Wolf website. Monte Cook's World of Darkness in August 2007, White Wolf published a single volume of Monte Cook's World of Darkness. It was a take on world of darkness-themed veteran RPG-designer Monte Cook. It was advertised as his latest RPG book, as if to move on to writing fiction. (Cook has since returned to RPG.) The world in this environment is the Earth, which has,
some time before the start of the game, been hit by a global catastrophe caused by extra-dimensional alien beings. These creatures tried to enter reality, but since then they have been repelled by the emotions or slyness of humanity. Starting with this catastrophe, there will be several supernatural beings and a phenomenon – some random, some triggered by aliens, to make humanity suffer at a level that
allows them to enter reality. The game uses a d20-like system, with level-based promotions. It incorporates vampires, werewolfs, geeks and demons into its environment and therefore has some similarities to the classic/new world of darkness. It also tries to capture some aspects of these game worlds, such as geeks' free magic system: the game offers D20 compatible rules for designing spells and a
magical system based on exhaustion, rather than classic d20/D&amp;D-like spells per day system. Although sharing the World of Darkness title, this game is set in its own right. World of Darkness Online The merger between CCP Games and White Wolf Publishing was announced at the annual EVE Online fanfest in Reykjavik, Iceland, in November 2006. As part of the deal, it was announced that White
Wolf would be adapting EVE Online's intellectual property into a role-playing game, and CCP Games announced World of Darkness Online's massively multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG). According to reports at the time, work had already begun at World of Darkness MMORPG and full-time production was due to start within a year and start at four to five Since January 2008 [update], full
production of World of Darkness Online was scheduled for early March 2009 after EVE Online expansion was completed according to CCP. [12] The official confirmation that the game was in development surfaced in August 2009 on the official CCP website. [12] The game was to be based on Vampire: The Masquerade and should focus on gambling policy and social interaction. According to Senior
Producer Chris McDonough there is no release date for the set. [13] In October 2011, the CCP announced that it would significantly reduce the number of MMORPG staff, instead opting to focus on the existing EVE Online universe. [14] In an interview in February 2012 in Ten Ton Hammer it was announced that there were still at least 60 specialized developers on MMO and the project was still moving
forward. [15] In April 2013, in an interview at EVE Fanfest 2013, it was announced that the World of Darkness Online team was working on several projects in CCP, and were sharing technology with other titles and teams of the company. There are 70 people who are working on tools and technologies that will be used to build a world of darkness and it has been stressed that the game is in pre-production.
Chris McDonough said: What we're doing is building a lot of tools, and we're trying to do it in a smart way... we need to be able to use the tools to make land for the number of people we have, and he also added, Now we will ramp up the team when it comes time to go into actual production, but for sure, we are making phenomenal progress. It was also announced the game was to be the next generation of
MMO and will function as a vampire simulator. We make sure it's a next-generation MMO. She's very focused on movement and movement and capturing what it's like to be a vampire. People are asking about our high-level proposals for the World of Darkness, and we called it a vampire simulator. What it's like to be a vampire. Not a super hero, but a super-powered individual. The way the characters
move around the city is very vapirical, McDonough explained. The demo showed during the World of Darkness presentation at EVE Fanfest 2013, proved it. [16] On April 14, 2014, CCP announced that the World of Darkness MMORPG had been abolished. [17] On October 29, 2015, Paradox Interactive announced that it had purchased White Wolf, including World of Darkness and Vampire: Masquerade
from CCP Games. Paradox said it plans to create more digital game titles after this acquisition. [18] White Wolf has become a self-operating subsidiary of Paradox Interactive with its own management and objectives. In January 2017, White Wolf announced its partnership with video game publisher Focus Home Interactive for the video game adaptation of Werewolf: Apocalypse, a board role-playing game
in a world of darkness. The game will be rolled out in the studio development of Cyanide games and released on PCs and consoles. Now in print In 2011, White Wolf and online roles play the game store began offering new and classic World of Darkness source books in printed print on demand format through the DriveThruRPG website, starting with a series previously from Vampire Print: Fancy Book, and
gradually adding more as they were ready to print. [citation needed] DriveThruRPG and White Wolf have stated that eventually a whole world of darkness material will be available in this way. [citation needed] References ^ Konzack, Lars (2015). Mark Rein-Hagen is a fundamental influence on 21st Century Vampiric Media. ^ One World of Darkness: White Wolf Stellen ihre Zukunftspläne vor ^ White Wolf
Release Schedule 2011-2012. White Wolf Publishing. Archived from the original on September 10, 2011. Loaded 2011-08-09. ^ [1] Archived October 20, 2011, at Wayback Machine ^ 20th Anniversary Mage: Ascension Official Announcement. White Wolf Publishing. Loaded 2011-08-09. ^ Release schedule from August 2012 to August 2013. Onyx road. 2012-07-24. ^ Vampire 5. Modiphius Entertaiment.
2018-04-23. Loaded 2020-07-13. ^ Vampire 5th book. Modiphius Entertaiment. 2018-04-23. Loaded 2020-07-13. ^ [2] Archived March 26, 2006, at Wayback Machine ^ Flames (2011-08-04). White Wolf 2011-2012 New Release Plan!. Flamesrising.com. Archived from the original on October 31, 2012. Loaded 2012-11-27. ^ [3] Archived February 13th, 2007, on Wayback Machine ^ and B 2009 CCP
Financial .pdf &amp; Grand Fancy Notes &gt; World of Darkness News &gt; Home. Wodnews.net. 2011-02-20. Archived from the original on January 17, 2016. Loaded 2012-11-27. ^ PC Gamer UK presents 2012 for WoD MMO &gt; World of Darkness News &gt; Home. Wodnews.net. 2012-01-01. Archived from the original on January 17, 2016. Loaded 2012-11-27. ^ Press releases. Ccpgames.Com. 2011-
10-19. Archived from the original on August 12, 2012. Loaded 2012-11-27. ^ World of Darkness News &gt; Home. Wodnews.net. Archived from the original on January 1, 2013. Loaded 2012-11-27. ^ The world of darkness will be brutal social and Player-Driven. Penny-Arcade.com. Archived from the original on 4.5.2013. Loaded 2013-05-02. ^ CCPGames.com - Press Releases. Archived from the original
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